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Abstract: The supramolecular capsule Ga4L12−
6 has been

found to catalyze a number of important chemical reactions,
but the close proximity of a poorly organized external sol-
vent environment can serve as an impediment to the reac-
tion chemistry. Using ab initio molecular dynamic calcula-
tions and electric field analyses, we find that metal substitu-
tion of Indium for Gallium lowers the total and electrostatic
activation barriers by 3-4 kcal/mol in water solvent. Using
an energy decomposition analysis of the interaction of water
solvent with the metal vertices, we find that Pauli repulsion
between the metal and water decreases, allowing the water
coordination with the metal to increase, upon substitution of
In for Ga. We therefore determine that the stabilization of
the transition state is due to a better arrangement of water
molecules around the metal vertices of In4L12−

6 , and provides
a proof of concept of how to redesign the nanocage scaffold
in order to reduce the solvent reorganization energy.
Keywords: nanocage catalysis, reorganization energy, electric field anal-
ysis, metal substitution, solvation

Supramolecular capsules are thermodynamically stable assemblies
with hollow cavities 1–5 that can encapsulate water droplets, 6 small
catalytic entities, and/or substrate molecules. 7 Metal-ligand assem-
blies such as M4L12−

6 have also been suggested to be a biomimetic
catalyst, 8 segregating the reactive site center from the immediate
solvent environment and closely adhering to Michaelis-Menten ki-
netics. 9–11 For the Ga4L12−

6 assembly that coordinates the metal
with naphthalene organic spacers, experiment has shown that the
dehalogenated form of a gold complex (P(CH3)3(CH3)2Au+ seg-
regates into the nanocage in pure methanol solvent (Figure 1a), 12

that accelerates the kcat/kuncat of the alkyl-alkyl reductive elim-
ination reaction (Figure 1b) by 5.0 × 105 to 2.5 × 106, which is
nonetheless modest by natural enzyme standards.

To understand the chemical stability and reaction mechanism of
the Ga4L12−

6 assemblies, theoretical simulations have provided in-
sight into the origin of their catalytic mechanisms. Ujaque and
co-workers comprehensively studied the rate acceleration of alkyl-
alkyl reductive elimination in the capsules in pure methanol sol-
vent, which are under the same solvent conditions used in exper-
iments. 13,14 They established the key factors that reduce the free
energy barrier are the preference for encapsulation of the dehalo-
genated form of the gold complex and the detailed methanol mi-
crosolvation events inside the nanocage. Very recently, our group
investigated the electrostatics of the Ga4L12−

6 assembly on the same
catalytic reaction to understand the host-guest interaction in the
presence of pure water solvent. 15 Using electric field analysis that
determines whether there is good field alignment along reactive

bonds, in this case the breaking Au-C and forming C-C bonds, we
found that the Ga nanocage itself slightly promotes the reaction,
but that the encapsulated water molecule contributes most to the
rate acceleration through free energy stabilization of the transition
state. This is similar to the case of enzymes, in which Warshel and
co-workers have emphasized the importance of a protein scaffold
evolutionarily designed for minimizing reorganization energy, and
solvation substitution rather than desolvation, by reorienting the ac-
tive site dipoles to better stabilize the TS in the enzyme than in the
bulk water reaction. 16–19

Furthermore, Welborn et al. 15 found that the bulk water envi-
ronment around the Ga4L12−

6 cage was highly detrimental to the
alkyl-alkyl reductive elimination reaction, destabilizing the transi-
tion state by ∼10 kcal/mol. Warshel introduced the concept of sol-
vent pre-organization as the principal catalytic effect in enzymes,
i.e. that enzymes correctly orient the active site dipoles (charge dis-
tribution) to stabilize the TS better than the RS. Although purported
to be biomimetic, it is immediately apparent that the electrostati-
cally "pre-organized" protein scaffold of an enzyme is lacking in
the synthetic Ga4L12−

6 catalyst, in which the latter places the active
site center closer to the bulk solvent that lacks such organization.
Therefore there is an opportunity for better design of a supramolec-
ular catalyst that can ameliorate the solvent reorganization cost to
further accelerate the reaction, and is the main thrust of the work
reported here.

Figure 1. The M4L12−
6 supramolecular capsule and mechanism

of alkyl-alkyl reductive elimination reaction. (a) Schematic struc-
ture of the M4L12−

6 cage (M = Ga, In; L = N,N’-bis(2,3-
dihydroxybenzoyl)-1,5-diaminonaphtalene) encapsulating the central gold
complex P(CH3)3(CH3)2Au+. (b) Catalytic procedure of methyl-methyl
reduction from the unhalogenated form of gold complex. Figure 1a adapted
from reference. 12 Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

The M4L12−
6 assembly is known to be stable in both pure
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methanol 12 and pure water 6 solvents, in which we have previ-
ously shown that an encapsulated water droplet of 9 ± 1 water
molecules exhibits a distinctly different phase of water. However,
the central gold complex P(CH3)3(CH3)2Au+ is only viable in or-
ganic reagents such as methanol. Even so, how solvent behaves
in and near these nanocage assemblies will be important for un-
derstanding other reactions beyond reductive elimination from a
gold complex. Thus, the changes in catalytic performance depend-
ing on bulk solvent organization is examined for methanol (as per
the experiment), 12 water, and methanol/water mixtures. Since it
was previously reported that Ga is more catalytic than Si for alkyl-
alkyl reductive elimination, which originates from its larger charge
state, 20,21 we investigate whether metal substitutions with the same
charge but larger metallicity can reduce the reorganization cost of
the solvent environment to further achieve reaction rate improve-
ment for alkyl-alkyl reductive elimination.

Figure 2. Free energy landscapes for both In4L12−
6 (left) and Ga4L12−

6
(right) nanocages. Free energies within the collective coordinates of Au
coordination number and methyl-methyl distances obtained from ab initio
metadynamics in (a) water, (b) mixed (85% methanol in volume), and (c)
pure methanol solvents. The reaction starts from the reactant state (RS)
in the top right corner to product state (PS) in the bottom left corner in
each subplot. White dots define the minimum energy path using the zero-
temperature string method. Red dots and values describe the positions of
the transition state (TS) and free energy barrier in kcal/mol. Errors in the
metadynamics simulation are estimated by the standard deviation of the last
three recrossings.

We carried out AIMD metadynamic calculations for Ga4L12−
6

and In4L12−
6 in different solvent environments in order to obtain

the free energy surfaces in the collective coordinates shown in Fig-
ure 2. Subsequent committor analysis confirmed that the putative
transition state (TS) within the lower manifold was in fact the true
TS in the full dimensional space. We find that the nanocages with
different metal vertices in pure methanol (as per the experiment)
or mixed methanol/water solvent demonstrate similar reaction bar-
riers (< 1 kcal/mol difference in free energy). However we find a
∼3 kcal/mole reduction of the activation barrier for In4L12−

6 in wa-
ter solvent compared to that calculated for the Ga metal, in princi-
ple giving rise to a rate acceleration of ~150 estimated from transi-
tion state theory with no recrossings. 22,23 Two orders of magnitude
is potentially a significant improvement given the modest perfor-
mance relative to enzymes of the original Ga4L12−

6 catalyst.
We have developed an approach for rationalizing catalytic reac-

tions through electric field analysis. 24–27 With appropriate defini-
tions of bond dipoles and electric fields of the transition state (TS)
and reactant state (RS), we can estimate the free energy change in
the activation barrier using Eq. (1)

∆G†
elec = −

∑
i

〈
µi

TS ·Ei
TS

〉
−

〈
µi

RS ·Ei
RS

〉
(1)

where µi
X is the bond dipole of the breaking (or making) bond

of interest, Ei
X is the electric field, and brackets denote an en-

semble average over snapshots in the RS and TS ensembles. In
this study, the sum is taken over the reactive Au–C1, Au–C2 and
C1–C2 bonds of the gold complex to estimate the free energy from
the bond dipole-field model 24 of both cages in different solvent en-
vironments. Consistent with the total free energy in Figure 2, the
electrostatic free energy using Eq. (1) for the Ga metal differs by
∼1.0 kcal/mol in methanol or mixed solvent, and the electrostatic
free energy for the In metal is negligibly different from Ga in the
methanol solvents as seen in Table 1. However, in the more po-
lar pure water environment we find that the In cage has nearly a
∼4 kcal/mol electrostatic free energy relative to Ga, indicating that
the total free energy differences (Figure 2) arise mostly from differ-
ences in the electrostatics (Table 1).

To understand the electrostatic free energy changes due to dif-
ferences in solvent and metal combinations for each supramolecu-
lar assembly, we have decomposed the electric field contributions
by region, i.e. from the nanocage itself as well as for the solvent
near the metal vertices or nanocage ligands, the encapsulated sol-
vent, and the external bulk solvent. As seen in Table 1, although
the nanocage itself provides TS stabilization through good elec-
tric field alignments with the catalytic complex, it is a more mi-
nor effect compared with the encapsulated solvent. According to
the averaged geometries for both Ga and In nanocages, one water
dimer, one methanol and one water, and one methanol is present
near the gold complex with a permanent residence-time inside the

Table 1. Electrostatic free energy contributions, ∆G†
elec calculated using Eq. (1) from different regions of the nanocage systems. The total

electrostatic free energy is comprised of the contributions from the encapsulated waters (∆G†
Encaps), the nanocage itself (∆G†

Cage), and

solvent outside the nanocage, (∆G†
External). We further breakdown ∆G†

External into contributions from water near the metal vertices, near
the organic ligand spacers, and from bulk water. Energy units are kcal/mol.

∆G†
Encaps ∆G†

Cage

∆G†
External ∆G†

elecNear metal Near ligand Bulk
Ga_Methanol -10.97±0.92 -3.52±0.41 2.71±0.31 -0.06±0.01 1.56±0.12 -10.27±1.62
In_Methanol -9.04±0.64 -2.87±0.22 1.83±0.19 0.18±0.00 1.03±0.00 -8.87±1.37
Ga_Mixed -10.48±0.71 -3.38±0.70 1.41±0.11 0.46±0.00 3.07±0.22 -8.93±2.22
In_Mixed -10.06±1.28 -3.09±0.72 0.12±0.01 -0.21±0.00 3.86±0.34 -9.38±2.98
Ga_Water -12.77±0.92 -5.39±0.53 2.46±0.21 -1.16±0.09 6.85±0.66 -10.03±1.92
In_Water -9.70±1.24 -3.41±0.36 -5.32±0.44 -1.89±0.13 6.21±0.59 -14.13±1.98
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cage in pure water, mixed, and pure methanol solvent, respectively,
for both RS (Figure S1) and TS (Figure 3). As we and others have
previously reported for the pure water solvent and pure methanol
solvent, these sequestered solvent molecules in the nanocages play
the central catalytic role by reducing the activation energy for the
reduction elimination reaction, 13–15,28 and this continues to be the
case for the mixed water-methanol solvent and regardless of metal
substitution. In particular, the nanocage geometry appears to en-
force transition state geometries that are T-shape structures without
strong bonding of the Au to the encapsulated solvent molecules,
especially for those in mixed and pure methanol solvent. T-shape
configurations are known to have a much lower energy barrier than
the square-planar complex for reductive elimination, 29–31 and this is
well-supported by our electric field analysis for ∆G†

Encaps in Ta-
ble 1 (with more detail given in Tables S1-S3), where weaker bond-
ing between the central gold and encapsulated solvent molecule in-
duces more stabilization of the energy barrier to promote the reac-
tion.

Figure 3. Ensemble averaged geometries for the transition state of both
In and Ga nanocages. The simulation averaged geometric parameters (in
units of Å, deg) are shown for Indium (left) and Gallium (right) capsules
in pure water (top), mixture of 85% methanol and 15% water by volume
(middle), and pure methanol solvent (bottom). Color key: carbon = grey,
phosphorous = orange, gold = yellow, hydrogen = white, oxygen = red.

However, the electrostatic free energy due to the remaining sol-
vent outside of the nanocages (∆G†

External) opposes the catalytic
reaction. Figure 4a shows the further decomposition of the electric
field of the external water environment into different regions: the
first shell coordination near the organic ligands and near the metal
vertices, and the remaining arising from bulk solvent. When these
electric field components are projected onto the Au–C1, Au–C2 and
C1–C2 reactive bonds to yield the electrostatic free energy contri-
butions (Fig. 4b), we find no qualitative difference in solvation ef-
fects near the organic linkers or from bulk solvent between the two
metal nanocages. However we find that the In nanocage creates a
much more favorable solvent organization near the metal vertices
that in turn gives rise to electric field alignments that promote the
bond breaking of the Au–C1 and Au–C2 bonds. The substitution of
In for Ga in water solvent induces a remarkably optimized microen-
vironment, stabilizing the TS by 7.8 kcal/mol as shown in Table 1,
and largely is the origin of the TS free energy lowering for In vs.
Ga seen in Figure 2.

Figure 4. Electrostatic free energy contributions of the external water
environment. (a) The regional definitions of different solvent environments
(b) The electric fields in each region are projected onto the breaking Au-C1
and Au-C2 bonds and newly forming C1-C2 bond of the ethyl product in
reductive elimination to yield free energies as given in Eq. (1), in kcal/mol.
The negative free energy represents stabilization of the TS and enhancement
of the catalytic effect. The external free energy is the sum of free energies
from the near metal, near ligand, and bulk water regions. Figure S2 provides
additional details.

To better address why the local water environment near the metal
vertices organizes so differently in the two nanocapsules, we built
a cluster model of the system (Figure 5a and 5b) to perform an en-
ergy decomposition analyses (EDA) 32–34 to determine the origin of
energetic interactions between the metals and the nearby waters.
The most recent ALMO-EDA approach 35 implemented in the Q-
Chem package 36 decomposes the interaction energy between two
fragments, in this case metal and water solvent, into electrostatic,
Pauli repulsion, dispersion, polarization and charge-transfer terms.
From the EDA analysis summarized in Figure 5c, we find that the
In metal has a reduced Pauli repulsion with water, thereby increas-
ing the water coordination to ~8.0, compared with ~6.8 for the Ga
metal, as computed by integration under the first peak of the ra-
dial distribution function (see Fig. S2). This in turn creates a more
favorable electrostatics, polarization, charge transfer, and disper-
sion interaction, and gives rise to a stronger total binding energy
between the In metal and its more closely coordinated waters com-
pared to that observed for the Ga metal.

Figure 5. Energy decomposition analysis for water molecules near the
metal In and Ga vertices of the nanocage. (a) the nanocage and (b) trun-
cated metal ion cluster model. (c) EDA analyses 35 at the level of ωB97X-V
hybrid functional 37 with def2-TZVP basis and its corresponding pseudopo-
tential corrected by basis set superposition error 38 during 30 ps AIMD sim-
ulations. Herein, Etot = Eelec + Epauli + Edisp + Epol + Ect. Figure 5a
adapted from reference. 12 Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

In summary, we have shown that metal substitution of Indium for
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Gallium provides an acceleration rate of ~150 for carbon-carbon
reductive elimination from a Au complex in a M4L12−

6 construct
when examined under water solvent conditions. We find that the
metal substitution weakens Pauli repulsion that in turn increases
the first M-H2O coordination shell with stronger electrostatic,
polarization, and dispersion interactions. This change in solvent
organization also improves the electric field projections from the
external water solvent that promotes transitions state stabilization
for breaking Au-C1 and Au-C2 bonds and forming the C1-C2
bond. Although this study considers a single reaction in a M4L12−

6

construct, we can reach more general conclusions about nanocage
catalysis by considering their limitations with respect to enzyme
biocatalysts. It has been purported that the nanocage sequesters
the catalytic center away from solvent, but in fact it instead ben-
efits directly from the incorporation of solvent molecules that are
the primary catalytic entities. But the remaining solvent is still in
close spatial proximity due to the fact that it is a nanocage, and
the reorganization cost relative to the uncatalyzed reaction is not
fully eliminated. While there may be other chemical reasons that
methanol solvent was used for the carbon-carbon reductive elimi-
nation, it was also a fortuitous feature that the reorganization cost
is lowest, albeit still unfavorable, among the 3 solvent conditions
examined here. Thus to realize the promise of enzyme-like rate
accelerations, the nanocage itself will require a redesign when gen-
eralized to new reactions and/or requiring different solvents such
as water. Although we showed this was possible with metal sub-
stitution, we also note that changes in the ligand could also create
a distinctive reorganized solvent environment to further accelerate
chemical reactions, although this may be more difficult to achieve
synthetically.

Supporting Information: Ensemble averaged geometries of RS
and TS, definition of each region of the system, electric field results,
density derived atomic charge and bond dipole results.
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Theoretical methods. For a rational comparison of the catalytic
character in both Indium and Gallium nanocages, we employed the
same procedures and parameters in all the simulations, including
ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD), ab initio metadynamics, the
zero-temperature string method, and committer analysis as we pre-
viously reported. 28 Herein we only introduce the changes in meth-
ods and models used in the Indium case.

Equilibration of the M4L12−
6 structure. The initial starting geom-

etry of the gold cation complex encapsulated in the In4L12−
6 cage

was created by replacing Ga atoms in our previous simulation with
In atoms. We first optimized the structure in the gas phase with
the dispersion corrected meta-GGA functional B97M-rV 39,40 and
DZVP 41 basis sets as implemented in the CP2K software. 42,43 The
stabilized structure was further solvated and neutralized by potas-
sium counter cations. We then performed 5 ps AIMD simulations
in order to collect 200 snapshots to define the reactant state (RS)
ensembles. For the mixed solvent construction with a methanol
volume ratio of 85%, we first performed 3 ns of equilibration in
the NVT ensemble, followed by 3 ns simulation in the NPT ensem-

ble with 50×50×50 box size using the AMOEBA polarized force
field 44,45 implemented in the Tinker software package. 44,46,47 The
nanocage and gold complex were then inserted into the solvent en-
vironment using utilities in the Gromacs software package. 48

Ab initio metadynamics. In the well-tempered single walker
metadynamic simulation, 49,50 over 40 ps was gathered for each sys-
tem until the barrier was crossed more than five times between
reactant and product wells. Since the mechanism of the reduc-
tive elimination reaction involves breaking the Au–C1/C2 bonds
and bond formation of C1–C2, we utilized two collective variables
(CVs) describing the evolution of the reaction as per our previous
study on Ga4L12−

6 , 15 i.e. the coordination number between Au and
two C atoms and methyl-methyl distance. Umbrella sampling 51

simulations were carried out with 0.2 fs time step in the collective
variables area (2.30 ± 0.01, 0.28 ± 0.01), generated by the zero-
temperature string method 52 for determining the minimum paths.
The force constant for the harmonic restraint k is set as 10 N/m.
Until reaching the equilibrium within the defined region, we gath-
ered 50 geometries for the TS ensembles of In catalyzed system,
which are further verified and refined by committer analyses statis-
tics.

Electric fields and bond dipole moments. We treated the two sol-
vent molecules inside the cage together, instead of assigning the
furthest water from the Au complex as bulk water as what we did
for Ga nanocage in previous work. ? The bond dipole moments of
the reactive bonds Au–C1, Au–C2, and C1-C2 were computed us-
ing the density derived atomic point charge (DDAPC) 53 and are
provided in Tables S4-S6.

Cluster model construction. AIMD simulations were performed
on Indium and Gallium nanocage systems in water solvent with-
out the central gold complex to generate a cluster model for the
nanocage metal vertices. In our previous work on the water be-
havior of the nanocage system, 6 we found that the interfacial wa-
ter properties show no difference with or without the encapsulated
substrate (Et4N+ in that study). 6 Therefore we have simulated the
nanocage without the Au complex to study the interaction between
the metal and the water molecules in close proximity. After 5 ps
of equilibration, we selected 50 snapshots from the 30 ps produc-
tion simulation, onto which the structure at the metal vertex of the
cage was truncated, saturated with hydrogen atoms, as illustrated
in Figure 4 of the main text. Water molecules near the metals were
determined from the radial distribution function as shown in Figure
S2, and the first solvation shell included as a fragment to do the
energy decomposition analysis.

Energy Decomposition Analysis. We performed an ALMO-EDA
calculation 35 using the Q-Chem package 36 with the B97M-rV func-
tional 39,40 in conjunction with def2-TZVP basis and its correspond-
ing pseudopotential. 54,55 The total interaction energy (∆Etot) be-
tween the defined fragments is decomposed into five energy terms,
viz., electrostatic interaction (∆Eelec), Pauli repulsion (∆EPauli),
dispersion interaction (∆Edisp), polarization (∆Epol) and charge-
transfer energy (∆ECT ), where the first three terms together de-
scribe the interaction of the isolated fragment densities aggregated,
(∆Epol) is obtained by variationally optimizing the localized wave
function, and the charge-transfer energy (∆ECT ) is determined as
the remainder after subtraction of these components from the total
energy (∆Etot).

∆Etot = ∆Eelec +∆EPauli +∆Edisp +∆Epol +∆ECT (2)
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